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PURPOSE OF THE STSM:
Online Legal documents (OLDs), such as Privacy Notices and Terms of Services, of web platforms are
contracts which legally bind users and platform owners. These documents are lengthy and difficult to read.
For these reasons, online users usually agree to these contracts without even reading them, and hence
without knowing the implications of giving their consent in terms of rights, privacy or empowerrment.
During the LegiCrowd Onto Project (www.legicrowd.org), experts in law, mathematics and linguistics
collaborated to design an ontology for the description of such OLDs. A simple user interface has been
developped in the course of this project to allow the annotation of OLDs with the LegiCrowd Ontology:
while reading a short section of the OLDs, users have to answer some simple questions and are driven
narrow into the ontology (www.legicrowd.org/annotate).
During this STSM, we put this ontology at work to score OLDs on ethical grounds.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK CARRIED OUT DURING THE STSMS
As part of our previous work, we have developped an online environment for OLD annotation (see
www.legicrowd.or/annotator) thanks to which a set of OLDs have been annotated.
In our case, annotation consists in associating a set of tags describing the content of each OLD. This set of
tags is a subset of the set of tags which have been identified during the LegiCrowd Onto project and which
have been organized in an ontology a la schema.org.
During this STSM, we considered a set of 6 OLDs which supposetly highly differ with regards to ethics.
The first step consisted in assigning three scores to each tag of the set of tags. Each score is a value
among {-2,-1,0,1,2}. This has been a collaborative task which led to much discussion. These scores
reflect:
 Privacy: does the platfom state that it respects privacy
 Empowerment: does the platfom state that it provide users with ways to control the platform
behaviour
 Transcparency: does the platfom provide information about the way it processes data.
In this way, a triple {P,E,T} is assigned to each tag.
As an example, the tag CPDPROFILILNGYES means that the platform collects data for profiling purposes.

We associated this tag with a low score (-2) on Privacy as well as on Empowerment (-2). Hence, the
corresponding {P,E,T} score is {-2,-2,0}.
Scoring a whole OLD on this PET score is achieved by computing the ratio between the sum of the
positive and negative scores for each index with, respectively, the positive and negative possible scores
for each index.
By doing so, each OLD is scored with two triples, one with positive values and one with negative values,
which is reduced to a unique score for each of element of the {P,E,T} triple by summing up each value.
The work has been conducted collaboratively with members of NTUA who, for most of them, had been
involved in the LeigCrowd Onto project. Other PhD students attended some of the meetings. The meetings
and discussion were organized during the STSM, with a final meeting on Sunday 29 th of may.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN RESULTS OBTAINED
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